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my sunglasses on I am Jack Nicholson,
“ With
“
without them I am fat and 60.
Jack Nicholson

The starting point for driving sales
in Sunglasses in any channel is to
embrace the category’s values. This
means understanding what the
category is really about. A research
programme specially commissioned by
Luxottica Travel Retail with the Institut
Français de la Mode (IFM) in Paris
concluded that sunglasses are:
• about identity - the person the
consumer really is or the person the
consumer really wants to be.
• about different combinations of
fashion and technology.
• and most of all, about fun and
enjoyment.
In travel retail, the Sunglasses category
has seen rapid and consistent rise to
prominence over the last twenty years.
According to Generation Research’s
travel retail category rankings, based
on approximately 50 categories,
twenty years ago Sunglasses was
ranked number 35. Ten years ago it
broke into the top 25, and in 2008 the
category occupied the number 16 spot,
achieving sales of US$777 million. Today
Sunglasses is one of the fastest-growing
categories in travel retail with yearon-year sales growth of +13% in 2008,

having tripled in size overall since 2000.
Despite this growth, we firmly believe
that the industry has only scratched
the surface of the huge potential that
exists for the Sunglasses category. It is
Sunglasses’ time to shine.
The next step in realising its full potential
is to establish a more sophisticated and
structured approach to the retailing
of the category. Providing a platform
to understand how best to deliver the
optimum offer in travel retail by location,
setting us apart from the domestic
market, whilst avoiding an homogenous
Sunglasses experience across the
world in travel retail. Part of this
process is about embracing the need for
differentiation at every level of category
management.
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4 steps to success

This document provides a concise set
of guidelines which are designed to
help travel retail operators drive their
Sunglasses sales. By adopting these
category management principles, from
the quick-fixes to long-term strategic
actions, we believe our objective
of breaking into the top 10 product
categories, which effectively requires
us to more than double the size of
the category, is a realistic and
attainable goal.
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Sunglasse
s sales ha
ve grown
10 times f
aster than
the
industry s
ince 1987

Category overview

Why Sunglasses?
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In 2008, luxury goods was the largest
single product group in travel retail with
500
$12.7 billion in sales, representing 34.5%
of the 1991
total market.
Of luxury
goods,
0
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Sunglasses sales were 6.1%, behind
.9% of Luxury goods
3% of Luxury goods
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Rank 35 and watches (10.2%).
Rank 25
Chart 1. Sales by product group 2008
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Sunglasses continues to gain market
share of luxury goods and the total
travel retail sales. Within luxury goods,
Sunglasses was the fastest-growing
in 2008:
+13.3%
+5.2%
+5.0%
+3.7%
+3.2%
+3.3%
+2.0%

We predict that Sunglasses sales in
travel retail will have grown to over
$1.5 billion by 2014/15.

Rank

Category

1997
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6% of Luxury goods
2% of total DF
Rank 16

3% of Luxury goods
1% of total DF
Rank 25

Sales 2008
($ million)

Market
share

Change
v 2007

1

WOMEN’S FRAGRANCES

4,658

12.6%

+10.9%

2

WOMEN’S COSMETICS

4,301

11.6%

+11.9%

3

CONFECTIONERY

2,652

7.2%

+16.5%

4

CIGARETTES

2,549

6.9%

+5.5%

5

MEN’S PRODUCTS

2,436

6.6%

+13.4%

6

SCOTCH WHISKY

1,826

4.9%

+7.3%

7

JEWELLERY

1,822

4.9%

+3.7%

8

ACCESSORIES

1,700

4.6%

+3.2%

9

LEATHER GOODS

1,595

4.3%

+3.3%

10

WATCHES

1,304

3.5%

+5.2%

11

STILL WINE

1,068

2.9%

+8.0%

12

ELECTRONICS

896

2.4%

+12.3%

13

FINE FOOD

815

2.2%

+14.2%

14

FASHION & CLOTHING

806

2.2%

+2.0%

15

COGNAC

780

2.1%

+11.2%

16

SUNGLASSES

777

2.1%

+13.0%

17

CAMERAS

552

1.5%

+6.8%

18

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

530

1.4%

+5.0%

19

LIQUEUR

484

1.3%

+8.9%

20

AUDIO-VISUALS

461

1.2%

+3.8%

Source: Generation Research Sweden
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Chart 3. Product category rankings 2008
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evolution 1987-2008

Indexed sales value: 1987 = 100

000

A unique combination of characteristics
makes Sunglasses a dream product
group for travel retail. Why?

Chart
2. Indexed sales evolution 1987 - 2008
Indexed sales

Generating sales of over US$777 million
in 2008, the sunglasses category is
growing rapidly in travel retail. In the
last twenty years the category has grown
+2700%, from just US$24.8 million in
1987, outperforming the growth of the
total industry tenfold over the same
period (see Chart 2).
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Sunglasses
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Sunglasses is one of the most relevant
product categories in travel retail for
the indulgent self-purchase. Some
passengers might not drink alcohol,
others not smoke, others might be on
a diet avoiding confectionery, and some
might even be allergic to fragrances
and cosmetics. However, from the basic
function of protecting your eyes from
the sun to making a fashion statement,
Sunglasses have a role to play for almost
every passenger.
The category is also synonymous
with the activities surrounding travel,
resulting in Sunglasses being frontof-mind for the travelling consumer.
For example, Sunglasses are a vital
accessory for any beach or skiing holiday.
Furthermore, the different functions of
different Sunglasses means that different
brands and models of Sunglasses
have different uses. For example golf,
skiing, sailing, leisure, beach, dressing
up, dressing down etc. Not only does
this generate a broad appeal, it also
stimulates multiple purchases.

EXCLUSIVE
- entry level to luxury brand
Sunglasses provide an entry level price
point for consumers to access leading
premium and luxury fashion brands.
For example, a US$250 pair of Versace
Sunglasses is far more accessible than
other products from the same brand. Yet
consumers still feel they have connected
with and bought into the brand.

NEW
- a constantly changing offer
Every 4 to 6 months new ranges of
Sunglasses are launched by most
leading Sunglass brands. With so many
different sizes, different shapes, different
colours and different designs, the
Sunglasses offer is constantly evolving
and constantly giving passengers new
reasons to enter the store. If travel
retailers can develop reputations as
‘Sunglasses experts’, they will retain the
curiosity and loyalty of the consumer
time and time again, renowned as the
place to seek out the latest models.

FUTURE SAFE
- here for the long-term
In comparison to many of the traditional
product categories, Sunglasses provides
travel retailers with easy selling. The
category is legislation-light and does not
attract attention from health groups and
lobbyists. For this reason, Sunglasses
has become apart of the mitigation
strategy for potential declining sales in
tobacco, liquor and even confectionery.
The result is that today the category is
considered absolutely core and central
to the luxury offer, an anchor for many
travel retailers. Consumer behaviour
is starting to respond. The category is
now expected by many consumers at
the airport (a destination category) and
exhibits a relatively high percentage of
pre-planned purchasing (see Chart 4).
Therefore the category acts as a store
footfall driver.
We have already seen that sales growth
is being delivered, but the category is
also very efficient. Sunglasses now
deliver some of the best sales densities
in travel retail (see Chart 5).
The question is how do we capitalise on
all these factors and optimise sales?

Future safe

Chart 4.

Purchasing motivations

Impulse
40-50%

Pre-planned
50-60%

In travel retail, we know that up
to 60% of Sunglass purchases
are pre-planned, depending on
location. Sunglasses is therefore a
store footfall driver.

Chart 5.

Sales density
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Our studies show that in travel
retail Sunglasses can generate
sales densities upto 30% greater
than the travel retail average* and
upto 25% greater than the luxury
category average. Sunglasses is
one of the most productive product
categories in travel retail.

* Excluding tobacco sales.

Source: Luxottica TR category studies
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Segmenting the category
in travel retail

Sunglass

es segm
ents
in travel
retail

Chart 7. Segment definitions

Chart 6. Sunglasses category map

Price indifferent

Fast Casual

US$300 or more

Connoisseur

Fast
Casual
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d
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Premium Fashion
Luxury

-

Product characteristics

Meeting functional
needs of Sunglasses but
produced for the lower
end of the market.

The largest and most
complex ranges, with
newness driven by both
technology and fashion
trends. Iconic styles from
previous eras still form
a signifcant part of the
assortment.

Aspirational premium
and luxury brands with
high quality and detailed
design. Frequent renewal
of collections along with
the fashion cycle.

Aspirational premium
and luxury brands
that create unique
masterpieces with
exquisite craftmanship
and an unrivalled
attention to detail.

Role in travel retail

Meets the need for the
fast-moving quickdecision impulse
purchases, particularly
amongst younger leisure
travellers. Also caters
for the distress purchase
when travellers have
forgotten to pack their
Sunglasses.

The largest segment and
the biggest Sunglasses
brands, attracting both
impulse and pre-planned
purchases. Demonstrates
credibility through the
pure player Sunglass
brands and engages
customers through fun
and iconic products and
the latest technology.
Drives volume and value.

Aligns the positioning
of the category with the
premium nature of the
travel retail consumer.
Compliments other
premium and luxury
brands in other product
categories. Demonstrates
both credibility and
authority for the travel
retailer and drives value
sales.

Helps position the travel
retailer as a specialist
and commands category
authority through a highly
differentiated offer.

Typical consumer

Younger consumers.
Uninformed consumers.

Broad appeal but benefits
from strong brand loyalty.

Female orientated (65%).
Consumers who consider
Sunglasses as a fashion
accessory (part of an
outfit)

Discerning consumers
who place the utmost
value on quality, detail
and uniqueness.

Lead brands

Fabris Lane
Local brands

Ray-Ban
Oakley

Prada
Gucci

Persol
Oliver Peoples

Indicative share of
sales value

10%

50%

35%

5%

US$30 or less

4 segments in travel retail
There is clear segmentation of
Sunglasses category into 4 distinct
segments, each meeting different
consumer needs:
• Fast Casual
• Lifestyle
• Catwalk Couture
• Connoisseur
This segmentation, which is plotted
above by price sensitivity and consumer
need, forms the basis of all category
management activity in Sunglasses in
travel retail.
A key part of the category management
process is differentiation between the
segments and sub-segments. The
segment definitions in the Chart 7
explain the main differences between
each of the segments and where the
leading Sunglass brands are positioned
within this segmentation.

4

This segmentation provides the
opportunity to target more specific
consumer groups through:
• range assortment
• in-store environment
• display
• customer communication
• promotions and events
• and in-store customer service.
Measuring the performance by segment,
as well as the individual brands, provides
a benchmark for all segment based
activity.

Connoisseur

Casual
Sports
Sports Performance
Diffusion Fashion

Emotional
need

Lifestyle

Catwalk Couture

-

Sub-segments

Catwalk
Couture

Functional
need

Lifestyle

Source: Luxottica TR category studies

Sub-segmentation
Lifestyle and Catwalk Couture are by
far the two largest segments in terms
of number of brands, number of SKUs
and sales. To address these segments
in sufficient detail, they are divided into
sub-segments (see following page).
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85% of the va
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Performance
Sports and Sports
depending on
segments can shift
y within the range.
the level of technolog

Sub-segmentation: Lifestyle
Chart 8. Lifestyle category map

Sub-segmentation: Catwalk Couture
Chart 9. Catwalk Couture category map

Price indifferent
US$300 or more
Special

Special

US$300
or more

Icons

Diffusion Fashion

Special

Functional
need

Emotional
need

Sports performance
Casual

Sports

Price indifference

Luxury

Premium
Fashion

US$150

Price sensitive

Emotional need

US$80 or less

Casual

Sports

Sports Performance

Diffusion Fashion

Ray-Ban
Police
Carrera
Maui Jim
Silhouette

Nike
Adidas
Puma

Oakley
Tag Heuer
Arnette
Bolle
Prada Linea Rossa

Ralph
CK
Diesel
Guess
Vogue
D&G

Lifestyle: Core to the category
As the ultimate balance between
quality and price, Lifestyle is the largest
segment of Sunglasses by volume and
value. The segment is so broad that
it can be broken down further into 4
sub-segments. Lifestyle brands are
able to create shifts in their positioning
through the launch of special ranges and
relaunch of iconic models.

Casual
The Casual sub-segment consists of the
pure-player sunglass brands; generally
mass market and covering a wide range
of price points. This sub-segment
features classic best sellers and iconic
models, and has newness driven by both
technological advances (such as
6

polarized lenses) and changing fashion
trends (such as currently gradient lenses
or coloured frames).

Sports
The Sports sub-segment consists
of genuine sports brands. Similar to
Casual, it’s mass market and covers a
wide range of price points.

Sports Performance
The Sports Performance sub-segment is
made up of pure-player brands and other
performance-enhancing ranges. These are
more specialist products than the Sports
segment and therefore more exclusive.
Models are developed with the best
performance-enhancing technology, and
are designed for specific outdoor sports
such as golf, skiing, cycling and sailing.
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Diffusion Fashion
The Diffusion Fashion segment is
comprised of spin-off fashion brands
that offer a lower price point and a more
lifestyle driven image than their Catwalk
Couture counterparts. Often targetted at
a younger audience, an example of this is
the brand Ralph - a diffusion brand from
Ralph Lauren.

Convergence of Sports and
Sports Performance
Whilst maintaining a focus on their core
market position, brands in the Sports
sub-segment are able to increase price
and exclusivity through increased levels
of technology in certain ranges. Sports
Performance brands are able to broaden
their appeal through more casual models.
For example, Oakley’s Square O model.

Catwalk Couture:
a category-builder
The Catwalk Couture segment is vital
to the growth of the Sunglasses category
in travel retail in the mid to long-term.
This segment helps travel retailers make
a statement about their Sunglasses
offer. It delivers quality and exclusivity
that drives credibility and authority in
Sunglasses retailing. At the same time,
sales in this segment help maximise
average transaction values (ATV).

Premium Fashion

Luxury

Burberry
Calvin Klein
Chloe
Coach
Fendi
Givenchy
Hugo Boss
Marc Jacobs
Miu Miu
Polo
Ralph Lauren
Salvatore Ferragamo
Versace

Bvlgari
Cartier
Dior
Dolce & Gabbana
Giorgio Armani
Gucci
Prada
Tiffany & Co.
Tom Ford

Luxury

Premium Fashion

The Luxury sub-segment consists of
the highest-priced and most exclusive,
prestige brands. These brands are
recognised for the ultimate quality
in their core business. For example,
Bvlgari, Cartier and Tiffany and Co. in
jewellery and Prada, Dior and Giorgio
Armani in fashion. Their Sunglasses
collections fully reflect their brand values
through the most detailed design and
use of the finest materials.

The Premium Fashion sub-segment
is made up of brands more accessible
than the Luxury sub-segment. These
brands are nevertheless recognised for
excellence in their core business and
consist of many of the world’s most
famous names in fashion. Their core
Sunglasses ranges occupy a slightly
lower price point and are less exclusive
than the Luxury sub-segment. However,
they still command a premium status.
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Managing your assortment

Example of building the assortment by segment
Sunglasses is a complex category with
many different brands and styles, and a
huge number of different SKUs. Travel
retailers simply cannot stock every
model which means that ensuring you
stock the right product for the right
consumer is even more challenging.
Managing the assortment to optimise
sales requires a step-by-step process.

Step 1: The right balance
by segment
The specific balance of segments should
be addressed on a ‘by store’ basis,
related to the passenger profile and key
variables such as gender, nationality,
reason for travel and socio-economic
groupings, whilst taking into account the
retailer’s strategy. The affluent nature
of the consumer and elite shopping
environments in travel retail may cause
a shift towards a slightly more premium
offer and a higher concentration of
Catwalk Couture sales.
However, the chart below provides a
benchmark for worldwide sales
of Sunglasses through leading specialist
Sunglass retailers. Whilst there might be
small variances, your sales mix should
match this pattern.

Step 2: Being recognised as a 		
category-expert
Travel retailers must provide consumers
with a compelling reason to delay a
purchase in the domestic market until
they are in a travel retail location. One key
part of this is gaining a reputation as a

category-expert. In particular, becoming
the natural shopping location for
Sunglasses through the range. In gaining
this reputation, the offer must firstly be
credible (best sellers) and secondly be
authoritative through unique and more
specialist products (status models).
Best sellers - a number of models have
created such a demand from consumers
that they represent a completely
disproportionate volume of sales for
the category. For example, from over
1000 Ray-Ban SKUs worldwide the
classic Ray-Ban Aviator (model: RB3025)
represents 20% of the brand’s total
sales. Identifying your best sellers and
ensuring they are always available will
not only deliver increased sales in the
short-term, but also help to establish
your credibility as a Sunglasses retailer.
Status models - Not every model will
fly off the shelf. However, to become
recognised as a specialist and an authority,
you must provide a differentiated range
that stimulates the consumer. Consumers

Lifestyle

Casual

Technology
Fashion trends

Technology

Catwalk
Couture
35%

Source: Luxottica category studies
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Price & exclusivity

Lifestyle
50%

Diffusion
Fashion

Advanced
technology

Fashion trends

Chart 12. Sub-segment characteristics - Catwalk Couture

Elite
- seasonal fashion trends
- precious details
Core
- best sellers
- classic styles
- logo feature
Entry price
- first access to Catwalk Couture

58%

Icons

56%

Newness

44%

Fashion
trends

33%

Technology

27%

NB: a mod
el can
cover more
than
one charac
teristic

Model

Image

Best
seller

Icon

Newness

1

RB3025
Aviator

•

•

2

RB3025

•

•

3

RB3025

•

•

4

RB2140
Wayfarer

•

5

RB2140

•

6

RB2140

•

•

7

RB2140

•

•

8

RB2132

•

9

RB2132

10

RB2132

11

RB3211

12

Fashion

Tech

Model

Image

Best
seller

Icon

Newness

Fashion

Tech

•

•

•

Polarized

19

RB2156

20

RB4098

•

21

RB4098

•

•

Polarized

22

RB4098

•

•

Polarized

23

RB8305
New Tech

•

Polarized
+ tech

•

24

RB8305

•

Polarized
+ tech

•

25

RB4125

•

•

•

•

26

RB4125

•

•

•

•

•

27

RB3386

•

•

•

28

RB3386

•

•

29

RB3422Q

•

•

RB3211

•

30

RB3422Q

•

•

13

RB3362
Cockpit

•

•

31

RB3422Q

•

•

14

RB3362

•

•

32

RB4138

•

15

RB3183

•

Polarized

33

RB4138

•

16

RB3183

•

Polarized

34

RB4138

•

17

RB2156

•

•

•

35

RB4141

•

•

18

RB2156

•

•

•

36

RB4141

•

•

Polarized

Polarized

Polarized

•
•

•
•

Polarized

Chart 14. Prada - Segment: Catwalk Couture, Sub-segment: Luxury
Sports
Performance

Sports

Special editions
- exclusives
- unique precious details

Best sellers

The charts below demonstrate how the
assortment for the two main segments,
Lifestyle and Catwalk Couture, should
be built around the core characteristics
of each sub-segment. These are then
worked into two practical examples on
the page opposite.

Icons

Chart 10. Global sales by segment

Fast
Casual
10%

Through category segmentation we’ve
identified that each segment has different
consumers, with different shopping
motivations, needs and desires. To
optimise sales, the product assortment
for each segment and sub-segment
should be approached differently.

Best sellers

Drivers of
newness

Chart 13. Ray-Ban - Segment: Lifestyle, Sub-segment: Casual

Step 3: Build your assortment 		
by segment

Chart 11. Sub-segment characteristics - Lifestyle

Catwalk Couture

Connoisseur
5%

love to try the latest trend setter styles
even if they ultimately purchase a more
conventional model. It’s a great way to
draw them in and get them to interact
emotionally with the product. Likewise,
these status models are often the products
featured in the latest brand advertising and
pr, allowing travel retailers to benefit from
this awareness.

Premium Fashion

Luxury

Entry price

25%

Core

44%

Elite and
Special
Editions

31%

Model
1

Image

Entry Price

PR57LS

•

Core

Elite and Special
Editions

Model
19

Image

Entry Price

Core

PR09LS

•

Elite and Special
Editions

2

PR57LS

•

20

PR09LS

•

3

PR57LS

•

21

PR09LS

•

4

PR25LS

•

22

PR16LS

•

5

PR25LS

•

23

PR16LS

•

6

PR25LS

•

24

PR16LS

•

7

PR08LS

•

25

PR24LS

•

8

PR08LS

•

26

PR24LS

•

9

PR08LS

•

27

PR61LS

•

10

PR04MS

•

28

PR61LS

•

11

PR04MS

•

29

PR05MS

•

12

PR04MS

•

30

PR05MS

•

13

PR03MS

•

31

PR05MS

•

14

PR03MS

•

32

PR29LS

•

15

PR03MS

•

33

PR29LS

•

16

PR28LS

•

34

PR51MS

•

17

PR28LS

•

35

PR51MS

•

18

PR28LS

•

36

PR51MS

•
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Prominent brand logos
and visuals

In-store environment

Light, bright and
spacious

Sunglasses

Beauty

Lifestyle
50%

- perfume / cosmetics
Fast
Casual
10%

Catwalk
Couture
35%

Category sign-posted
at a high level

Luxury

- Watches / Jewllery

Connoisseur
5%

Primary shopper flow
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What do we achieve?

There’s no one-size-fits-all when
developing the in-store environment of
the Sunglasses category. The allocation
of space to Sunglasses, product
adjacencies and even the look and feel of
the Sunglasses area depends very much
on the location, the passenger profile
and the strategy being implemented
by the travel retailer. However, to
maximise Sunglasses sales, there is one
important starting point for the in-store
environment; it must reflect the values
of the category. In other words, it must
be fun and it must tap into the identity of
the customer - who they are or who they
want to be.

Space allocation. In travel retail,
Sunglasses can deliver sales densities
in the region of €25,000 to €30,000 per
square metre in high-traffic airport
retail environments. If your Sunglasses
space is delivering less, then it’s worth
finding out why this is the case. If your
Sunglasses space is delivering greater
sales density than this then it’s possible
that you’re under-spaced for the
category.
Product adjacencies. As a store footfall
driver, travel retailers’ total basket
spend can benefit from the Sunglasses
category when its placed in the optimum
location and adjacent to certain product

categories. At the same time, many of
the Sunglasses brands are represented
elsewhere in-store, particularly in the
Catwalk Couture brands in the beauty
category. Consumers who buy into
these brands in one category are more
likely to purchase them in another.
Therefore consumers should be given
every opportunity to do so. In an ideal
scenario, Sunglasses should provide a
link between the luxury area (watches
and jewellery) and the beauty area.
Materials. The quality of the materials
used in the fixtures and fittings should
reflect the prestige nature of the
products being showcased. The use of

Specialist feature

- eyewear bar for the Connoisseur segment
shiny / reflective surfaces in elements of
the in-store design will add to the impact
of the lenses when consumers are trying
on the Sunglasses.
Lighting. Lighting the overall space
and the products should be considered
separately. Merchandising units should
ideally be backlit as this best showcases
Sunglasses, although an optimum
level of light should be maintained so
as not to over-power (too bright) or
underwhelm (too dull) the product. The
overall in-store environment should be
bright to emphasise the features such
as detailed design or colour, but also to
demonstrate the impact of the lenses

Differentiated display
for Catwalk Couture

in an environment that best resembles
bright outdoor daylight.
Mirrors. Mirrors are one of the most
important components of the in-store
environment. Without them, Sunglasses
simply won’t sell. They should be placed
regularly throughout the Sunglasses
area, ideally no more that 3 or 4 paces
from any individual product. They must
be large enough to show the whole
profile of a customer (see example
in image right), not just the face, as
Sunglasses are purchased as part of
the total look and total identity of the
individual.

Full-length mirror
10
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Display
Retailing Sunglasses in travel retail
is different to any other channel of
distribution. Our consumers are not
primarily thinking about shopping.
They are travelling from A to B and are
time-constrained and time-pressured.
Therefore, irrespective of shoppers’
motivations, impulse or pre-planned,
the way we display the Sunglasses must
be sympathetic to this, allowing the
category to be navigated and shopped
as easily and efficiently as possible.

Adopt simple merchandising
techniques
There are simple, efficient and effective
merchandising techniques that, when
applied in-store, can help optimise the
shopping experience and generate a
significant sales uplifts.
See example on the page opposite.
1. Signal brands
Brands should be communicated
through the use of prominent logos and
brand visuals in appropriate locations
within the merchandising units. Brand
visuals must be kept up-to-date with
the latest campaigns.
2. Open sell
Our research shows that consumers are
twice as likely to buy a pair of Sunglasses
if they are instantly able to try on the
product. This means open display,
as opposed to behind glass cabinets
or in locked shelving, is vital to
maximising sales.
3. Showcase the most defining features
Too often a wall of sunglasses consists
of row after row of dark lenses facing the
consumer. However the features on

Shelves vs Holes
Shelf-based merchandising
makes picking up and trying on
the sunglasses far easier for
the consumer. It also allows for
more flexibility in the part of the
Sunglasses you want to showcase.
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We must make shopping each segment
as logical and intuitive as possible.

fine details
Showcase the
gment
twalk Couture se
- especially in Ca

Sunglasses that differentiate them
from each other vary from the detail
on the temples or along the arm, the
size or shape of the lenses and even
the pattern on the reverse of the frame.
When displaying the product, the part of
the frame that distinguishes the model
should be showcased. In other words,
made visible to the consumer to draw
them in. Merchandising units and walls
should be designed to hold up to 25% of
frames in a number of positions such as
side-on (see image below).
4. Iconic styles and status models
at sight level
Iconic styles and status models are
instantly recognised by the consumer
and act as hooks. By placing these
models at sight level, consumers will
be drawn in and captivated. Consumers
are comforted and reassured by iconic
styles, which can act as a start point for
exploring new and different styles with
the segment.

Display by segment...
then by sub-segment...
and only then by brand
We know that consumers shop within
individual segments, often knowing
the intended use of their Sunglasses.
However, our research shows that only
15% of Sunglasses shoppers know
which brand they are going to buy prior
to entering the store. It is therefore
crucial to display by the segment and
sub-segment, allowing the consumer to
shop a ranges of different brand targeted
to their Sunglasses usage. Ideally, the
segments should be so well defined that

Why don’t display by supplier?
A common mistake in Sunglasses
retailing is to display by supplier.
For example, retailer X gives supplier
Y a whole wall to merchandise their
brands, irrespective of the segments’
the brands occupy. This approach
is convenient for the retailer and
possibly for the supplier on an
operational level, but completely
ignores the shopping experience of
the consumer.
Why don’t display by fashion house?
Another frequent error is to display
brands from the same fashion house
together. For example, placing
Dolce & Gabbana alongside D&G.
Brandowners create different brands
for different consumers. By placing
them together this counteracts the
segmentation of the category and
ignores consumer behaviour.

Signpost each segment
To aid this process, each segment
should be sign-posted to attract their
specific consumer:
1. Differentiate each segment in design.
Reflecting the specific characteristics
of each segment, create unique in-store
features. Sounds complicated but
actually this can be achieved through
very simple solutions. For example, using
different colours or materials in the
fixtures and fittings for each segment.
2. Use lead brands for each sub-segment.
Select the lead brands, expand the
range, adopt large brand visuals
and merchandise them in the most

Chart 15. Example lead brands by segment and sub-segment
Segment / Sub-segment

Lead brand

Fast Casual

Fabris Lane (or appropriate local brand)

Lifestyle - Casual

Ray-Ban

Lifestyle - Sports / Sports Performance

Oakley

Lifestyle - Diffusion Fashion

D&G / Vogue

Catwalk Couture - Premium Fashion

Versace / Burberry

Catwalk Couture - Luxury

Gucci / Prada

Connoisseur

Persol

prominent, visible facing of the segment
zone. This will lure in a large proportion
of the segment’s consumers, who will
then start to shop the segment (see
indicative chart above).

Use a lead brand
to sign-p
ost

sub-segm

ent

Example of differentiating the display on a brand level

a consumer should be able to identify for
example a Sports Performance zone, the
Luxury zone and the Fast Casual zone
without asking a member of staff.

each

Bestsellers

Displaying by segment also occurs in the
liquor category where, for example, all
malt whiskies, all white spirits, all wines
and all champagnes are displayed in
distinct zones. This is because they are
different segments and have different
consumers. Crucially, liquor is not
displayed by supplier such as Diageo
or Pernod Ricard.

Icons (at eye level)

Latest fashion trends (e.g. rare prints)
- dedicated display feature

Do not merchandise
by supplier!

Technology (e.g. polarized lenses)

What is
Polarized?

Technology (e.g. polarized lenses)
- with communications at POS

Bestsellers

Up to 25% of product should
be displayed differently
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Communicate as a category

Simple, c
hea
quick and p,
easy

To maximise sales and command
and uphold a category-expert status,
you cannot leave the product on the
shelves to do the talking. It is vital
to communicate to the consumer at
category, segment and even subsegment levels.
Let’s not forget that Sunglasses’
category values are about identity, fun,
fashion and technology. Messages at
point of sales (such as those adopted
by WDF in the image right) are simple,
easy to implement and cost-effective
in communicating the values of the
category and, in this case, the Luxury
segment. Luxottica can help you with
appropriate messages on a category
level if you need assistance.

Highlight the latest trends
and new launches
Consumers enjoy and gravitate towards
newness in the Sunglasses category,
despite most of them being unable to
tell you what’s new when confronted
with a wall of Sunglasses. It’s important
to educate consumers at point of
sale to help them understand what’s
new. Simple messages such as “New
collection - spring / summer 2009” or
“New in-store” are easy to execute and
very effective (see image below).
This technique can be used to indicate
both new collections and new brands
to the sales location. Status models,
despite not being the best sellers, should
also be highlighted. This will generate
vital interactivity with the consumer
and making their experience more
memorable (see page 8).
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Advise the consumer
Other technical features of the category
should be explained at point-of-sale,
particularly focused on drivers of
newness, helping to keep the consumer
in the loop and reassuring them that they
are buying into the latest and greatest.
Examples of this include explaining the
latest technology, often with the use of a
visual tool, such as polarized lenses (see
image below), or the hottest trends being
worn by celebrities and trend setters.
Advice that explains broadly which styles
suit which face shapes (see image right)
also reassures and guides consumers.
These communication techniques
should be used to support your sales
staff who are by far the most effective
method of advising the consumer. They
are the champions of the category, the
segments and the brands, and are best
positioned to capture the moment with
the consumer and tailor the advice on a
one-to-one basis. See page 16 for more
information.

Promote by segment
not just by brand

Promotions and events
Promotions provide great opportunities
to drive sales. Other categories in travel
retail have shown that when effectively
targeted and executed they create
impact, excitement and added-value. The
Sunglasses category must work harder
in this area to drive sales, whilst focusing
activity on the core values of the category
– about identity, fashion, technology and
above all be fun!

Image (right): Promotion concept for
the Diffusion Fashion sub-segment,
appealing to young and aspiring
consumers.

On a brand level, testing and evaluating
promotional programmes has shown that
promotional investments can generate
significantly more sales through use
of the most impactful promotional
mechanics and effective implementation
in-store. These brand-led promotions
remain indispensable and should feature
strongly in the promotional calendar
of the category throughout the year.
However, a huge opportunity exists to
drive penetration and conversion through
promoting at a category level.

• an iconic-styles execution combining
the Aviator, Carrera 80s and Wayfarer.

Category, segment or newness
promotions
Promoting at a category level allows
you to talk about more brands and
therefore target more consumers.
This approach also makes a statement
about the credibility and authority of
your Sunglasses offer, reinforcing the
message of being a category-expert.

Communication is
an import
ant part
of
of gaining
expert st

atus

Promoting by segment provides the
opportunity to drill down to a more
targeted promotion. For example, an
“Eye for Fashion” event covering the
Catwalk Couture segment or a Sportsthemed activation for the Lifestyle subsegment.
Tapping into consumers searching for
newness is also crucial. Particularly
in the Lifestyle segment, drivers of
newness are the latest fashion trends
or technology. Examples of maximising
these opportunities across multiple
brands could be:

• a trend-setter “I dare you“ event
promoting the latest fashion trends
and prominently showcasing the status
models. E.g. oversized or studs.

• a technology-focused campaign such
as polarized.
• a ‘core’ promotion that focuses
exclusively on the bestsellers.
Luxottica can work with you at category
and segment levels to engage better
with the consumer through tailored
promotions and events.

Seasonal promotions
Sunglasses’ immediate relevance to
the traveller provides us with a huge
opportunity to drive sales through timely,
tactical promotions by season. For
example:
• Sports and Sports Performance brands
during the ski season.
• polarized lenses for the summer
holiday travelers.

Dior brand are easily targeted jointly
through the cosmetics and Sunglasses
categories. Secondly, the broad appeal
and constant evolving fashion trends
within Sunglasses means the category
keeps very close to popular culture in the
same way other brands do. By combining
Sunglasses with other categories in
events themed around popular culture,
it is possible to deliver an activation that
engages consumers and drives sales
across multiple categories.
Other product categories (see below)
have seen significant success from crosscategory activity

• trend-setting ranges during music
festivals.
• Catwalk Couture during the fashion
weeks of Milan, Paris, London and New
York and other major red-carpet events.

Cross-category activity
Two characteristics of Sunglasses makes
the category particularly suitable to crosscategory activity. Firstly, many of the
brands in the Catwalk Couture segment
feature elsewhere in travel retail stores
such as beauty and other accessories.
With the objective of increasing basket
size and basket spend for the retailer
and increasing sales for both suppliers,
consumers loyal to, for example, the
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Empowering your sales staff
Sales staff are the most important
component in the success of the
Sunglasses category in travel retail.
When buying Sunglasses, consumers
are making a significant purchasing
decision financially (usually between $100
and $250) for an item that is essentially
a ‘want’, rather than a ‘need’. It goes
without saying that good customer
service can drive sales and bad customer
service can have quite the opposite effect.
Central to world-class customer service
is knowledge of the inner-workings
of the category and key customer
behaviours and purchasing dynamics.
Sales staff need to understand the:
• Category values
• Segments and sub-segments
• Brands
• Styles and model shapes
• Technical aspects - e.g. materials,
lenses, production treatments etc
• and latest fashion trends.
However, they must understand all this
in relation to their store and customer
profile, and be able to pass on the
appropriate information when guiding
the customer.

Selling more, selling better

Simple, productive actions
Once the sales staff have established
the segment / sub-segment, there are a
number of QUICK-wins that should form
the basis of your staff’s in-store routine
and customer service strategy for the
Sunglasses category.

er
The same best practice in oth
s
categories applies to Sunglasse
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3. Constantly arranging the display
Sunglasses are forever being
redistributed around the displays by
customers as they try on different
models. By constantly correcting the
displays your staff will ensure a tidy
retail environment and the correct
segmentation is maintained.

Sales staff need to recognise that there
is a specific pair of Sunglasses for
every moment in life. One quick way
to establish which category or subcategory a customer is mostly likely to be
interested in is to ask the question “What
do you want to use your Sunglasses
for?” This immediately determines the
usage which forms a major part of the
segmentation process. It also takes the
product out of the store and into the
customer’s everyday life.
By asking this question, sales staff
uncover far more information about the
consumer than the obvious questions
such as “What brand do you like?” or
“How much do you want to spend?”
Neither of these give an insight into the
actual segment they’re looking to shop.

Do our sales staff have a clear
understanding of how best to
approach and interact with customers?

4. Replenish bestsellers
The category bestsellers, particularly in
the Lifestyle segment, have a very fast
turnover of product. Whilst best sellers
in, for example, the liquor category are
given large shelf space and good depth
of shelf, sunglasses only showcase 1 or 2
facings of the best sellers at any one time.
It is therefore vital that these best sellers
are replenished regularly, otherwise it
compromises the integrity of your range.
These include:

Add value through dialogue

1. Facilitating product interaction
Selling Sunglasses in the travel retail
environment is about the art of the
2-minute sell. Sales staff should
encourage the customer to try on a
number of frames (at least 3 or 4 pairs
- Ideally one bestseller and one item of
newness). Sales staff can help identify
the most suitable shape frames for the
customer through a basic guidelines (see
Chart 16 right). Although this information
should only be taken as an outline
because we know that Sunglasses are
more than how they look on a person’s
face. They are as much about the identity
of the individual - who they are and who
they want to be.

Demonstrating passion for the product is
vital to establishing trust and generating
deeper engagement with the customer.
It also drives your expert-status. It is
possible for your staff to add value to
their interactions with customers by
offering simple advice about Sunglasses.
Examples include:

2. Cleaning the Sunglasses
Irrespective of segment, sales staff
should should treat the product as
a precious item, not a commodity.
Cleaning or polishing the lenses with
a soft cloth or, even better, glove,
makes the customer feel important
and demonstrates your passion for the
product. Equally it allows the customer to
experience the Sunglasses at their best.

Maintenance and cleaning. Sunglasses
should be cleaned by rinsing frames with
warm soapy water to remove dirt and oil.
Then wiped dry with a soft cloth. Strong
household cleaning agents should be
avoided.
Storage. Recommend customers store
Sunglasses in the frame box or case
provided, when not being used. Also
advise against leaving frames face down
or exposed to the elements as this
cause damage.
Adjustments for comfort. Many metalframed Sunglasses allow the nose pads
to be adjusted for extra comfort. This
is particularly important for the special
Asian fitting ranges.

Chart 16. Face shape guidelines

Face shape

Characteristics

Most complementary style

Well-proportioned,
symmetrical, jaw tapers
evenly with chin.

Suited to most types
of Sunglasses, especially
larger styles, wrap-arounds
and aviators.

Horizontal width of chin is
same at forehead and across
cheekbones, heavy jaw line.

Select frames that are not as
wide as the widest part of the
face to minimise width and
add length. Choose fluid and
round styles.

Widest horizontally at
forehead, narrower at
cheekbones and even
narrower at chin.

Select frames that create
balance by broadening the
lower part of the face. Low
temples and rimless styles
will create this effect.

Full-looking face with round
chin and hairline. Widest
point at cheeks and ears.

Select frames with straight
or angular lines to sharpen
contours and help the face
look thinner and longer.

Long and slender, may
have narrow chin or high
forehead.

Select frames that will both
shorten and widen the face
at the same time. Round or
deep silhouettes help soften
the face.

Oval

Square

Triangular

Round

Rectangle

Frame box or case. Show the customer
the frame box or case, particularly in
Catwalk Couture to communicate added
value of the purchase.

Equip sa
les staf
f with a
understa
n
nding of
Sunglas
ses
category
managem
ent

Prescription lenses. Prescription lenses
can be fitted to certain Sunglasses
models. If appropriate, discuss this
option with the consumer.
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Achieving growth
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Chart 17. How we will achieve the growth in travel retail
Travel retail sales 2008 - $777 million
Passenger increase (over 4-5 years)

+15%

your store and drive conversion rates.

Effectively targeted category / segment promotions and events

+5%

Drivers of sales growth

Simple category-specific training and service techniques
Optimized space allocation and instore adjacencies

• Capitalise on product adjacencies - Sunglasses are the gateway to Fashion and

+15%

Luxury, but also work strongly alongside with the Beauty category (fragrances and
cosmetics).

+15%

Display by segment

+15%

Adopting simple merchandising techniques - open sell

2. Easy to choose
• Segment the category properly - make category simple to navigate for the consumer.

+5%

Adopting simple merchandising techniques - showcase defining feature

• Build the right assortment by location - Best Sellers, Newness and status models

+5%

Adopting simple merchandising techniques - iconic styles at sight level

should always be present and identifiable.

+5%

Point of sale - strong communication of segment messages

+5%

Sales staff understanding the basics of category management, applied to their customer service delivery

+5%

Develop cross category promotional opportunities
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Segmentation
will grow sales!

3. Easy to promote
• Create a Sunglasses retail environment that reflects the values of the category this is one of the biggest promoting tools.

+5%

• Communicate and implement promotions on a category level - this is vital to 		

Travel retail sales 2014/15 - $1.5 billion +

Lead responsibility:

To grow the category in travel retail, Sunglasses must be differentiated
to make the product:
1. Easy to find
• Make the category visible - in the optimum location to impact overall penetration in

+5%

Availability and effective range management

4 steps to success

becoming a Sunglasses expert.

Supplier with travel retailer support

Reaching our target

Checklist

When taken a step at a time, we can see
how a category management approach
will thrust the Sunglasses category into
the top 10 travel retail product groups
over the coming years. The process is not
going to be easy and will require a great
deal of commitment and collaboration
from all parties. However rest assured
that this approach has been constructed
from a huge pool of expertise of
Sunglasses retailing worldwide, and
specialist data and knowledge about the
travel retail consumer. The target we’ve
set the industry is ambitious, but in the
chart above we have identified how this
can be achieved by implementing the
techniques shown in this guide.

The summary on the facing page
provides a checklist that you can follow
to help you through the process and
prioritise activity. At the same time,
Luxottica Group are fully behind
this approach and are happy to work
with you to help optimise sales at
a category level.

Travel retailer with supplier support

• Drive cross-category promotional opportunities.

4. Easy to buy
• Showcase the product - display the Sunglasses in a way that best accentuates their
most defining feature, in an open sell format.

•	Empower your sales staff - they must be trained in category-specific service
technique, based on an understanding of the basics of category management,
category segmentation and product and brand knowledge.

Follow a step-by-step
Contact information

Let’s go
for it!

Become a
sunglasses expert!

If you would like further information on developing your total
Sunglasses category sales, please contact:

process t
o achievin
g
sales gro
wth

Charlotte Hamel
Travel Retail Marketing Manager, Luxottica
charlotte.hamel@ie.luxottica.com
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Notes:

All contents © Luxottica Group 2009
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